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mins The word is that the Backstreet Boys are taking the world by

storm. Over the past years the boys from the USA have been

captured on film and now you can have a special look at them. See

behind the scenes. Find out what makes them the band and look at

the videos they’ve made so far. So here are Kevin Richardson and

Brain Littrell. Kevin Richardson: Music’s always been a big part of

my family. I started in a church just singing hymns (圣歌). I always

loved singing them. It was just something that came easily. Brain

Littrell: I would have to say I was around three or four when I started

singing then taking it seriously probably at five or six. I was standing

up in front of the audience in a church and singing in front of three

thousand people. So it was a lot of fun. It was just a gift and I enjoyed

it. We recorded our first song “We’ve Got It Going On”. We

had it going on actually in Stockholm, Sweden. That was an

experience for us. The song was written for us by Dennis Pop who

wrote and produced for Ace of Base. He wrote “The Sign” and 

“All That She Wants.” So he’s succeeded. I guess you would say

that is because Ace of Base is pretty big in the State as well as in

Europe. That was an experience for us because it seemed we didn’t

have the opportunity for him to come to us, we had to go to him and

it turned out to be, you know, “We’ve Got It Going On”. Um,

there’s a place in Orlando, called the Backstreet Market. And it



used to be a popular place for the teens, tourists and the locals. It was

just a hangout. So we took Backstreet and added BoysBackstreet
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